
NEW ULTRA-HYGIENIC SPROCKET SOLUTION 
FROM AMMERAAL BELTECH:
SUPERIOR IN FOOD SAFETY

A major technical innovation for food-safe conveyor belting has recently been introduced by leading global 
supplier of belting solutions for the food industry Ammeraal Beltech. The company has launched the uni 
UltraClean Two-Part Sprocket, which builds on the company’s previous two-part sprocket system to deliver 
exceptional and unmatched performance levels in terms of food safety, efficiency and reduced downtime. 
Its unique features help to prevent food ingress, reduce bio-film build-up, and promote the free flow of water 
through the sprocket, making belt and sprocket cleaning easier and reducing consumption levels of both  
cleaning agents and water.

Making cleaning a lot easier
It features also the UltraClean Retainer – to complement our hygienic sprocket solution; UltraClean retainers 
are designed to fit with our UltraClean Two-Part Sprocket. With these newly designed retainers (made of food 
safe material), you only need one retainer per sprocket and most importantly, it makes cleaning a lot easier.

Proven in technical tests
During in-depth and independent washdown testing of a selection of commonly available sprocket designs 
conducted by the Center for Hygienic Design at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), the uni UltraClean 
Two-part Sprocket proved itself to be the most hygienic belt sprocket system for food-industry use.

‘Revolutionising performance’ 
Says Ammeraal Beltech’s Food Industry Segment Manager Giuseppe Allais: ‘It is amazing how optimising such 
a small component can revolutionise the performance of an entire conveying line, but it is a fact that our uni 
UltraClean Two-Part Sprocket actually does so – bringing unparalleled hygiene benefits to all the players 
working in the food industry. We will be proudly demonstrating the product at leading exhibitions around the 
world this year, including IFFA and Seafood Processing, and are confident that the uni UltraClean Two-Part 
Sprocket is a game-changer!’   

www.ammeraalbeltech.com 
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About Ammeraal Beltech 
Headquartered in The Netherlands, Ammeraal Beltech is one of the world’s leading names in lightweight 
process and conveyor belting. An industry leader in both R&D and in its global service platform, Ammeraal 
Beltech designs, manufactures, distributes and maintains high-quality process and conveyor belts for a diverse 
range of applications covering nearly every major industry.


